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ABSTRACT

A method for calculating the fraction of the rare

gas fission products that diffuses out of a U02 fuel element

under conditions in a reactor is outlined. The method is

based on the values of the diffusion constant found in labora~

tory experiments, as described in CRDC-7l8, and assumes that

these remain unaltered during the period that the fuel is ill

the reactor c The method has been applied to two types of

oxide in the X-2-f loop test of 1956 and the results com~

pared with the amounts of fission gas found by analysis of

the gases collected in sheath puncture experiments, as des~

cribed in CRDC-7l9. The calculated values depend heavily on

the estimated temperatures in the fuel. They are in close

agreement with the experimental values provided that p in

calculating the temperature, certain assumptions are made

regarding the thermal expansion of the oxide cylinderG
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The rate of diffusion of rare gas fission products

out of U02 sinter compacts varies greatly among compacts pre

pared by different methods or from different batches of oxide.

A program has been proceeding for some time with the object of

determining diffusion constants from laboratory tests, and

applying these to the calculation of the gas evolution inside

an operating fuel element (1)& The amounts so calculated have

been compared with the amounts of fission gas found inside the

sheaths of some test fuel elements when the sheaths were punc

tured under vacuum and the fission gases swept out and measured

(3). Whether there 1s good agreement or not is uncertain. The

uncertainty rests largely with the uncertainty in the calculated

temperatures in the irradiated fuel specimen.

Future testing is planned along a number of different

approaches. The object of this report is to put forward, in

readily usable form, the method for making the diffusion cal

culations so that, in future, comparison with the results of

reactor experiments may be made by others. By plotting graphs

of appropriate functions, it is possible to reduce the labour

to simple operations that take only a few minutes to perform.

This simplified procedure has been set out at the end of the

report. Each step is first discussed in sufficient detail to

indicate the approximations involved.
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Data Required for the Calculation

The laboratory experiment (1) on which the calcula

tion is based involves finding the fraction, f, of Xe133

evolved from a small piece of the irradiated fuel material in

a definite time interval at a constant temperature. The 5.2
dar xe133 is used as a convenient indicator, assuming that

stable Xenon isotopes diffuse at thesrone rate. From f, the

diffusion constant, D, at the temperature employed can be cal

culated.

A plot of log D vs l/T(OK) gives the diffusion ac-

tivation energy. The activation energy has been found to be

constant for all the U02 compacts tested so far, within ex

perimental error, and the value obtained is used throughout

the subsequent calculations. Thus, from one value of f at

some definite temperature p the diffusion constant at that tem

perature, and any other~ can be obtained by calculation•. In

the standard laboratory test proposed, the temperature is

l4000 C., and the time is three hours (1.08 x 104 seconds).

The fraction evolved in this test is called f s in what

follows.

In order to calculate gas diffusion out of a cy-

lindrical fuel element one needs, as well as f s ' some know

ledge of the temperatures along a radius of the cylinder when

it is in the reactor. The minimum requirement is the mean

temperature Tm, o~ the cylinder, and the axial temperature Ta •

The mean temperature is T(axis) + T(surface) •
2
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The necessary data are, then:

CRDC-721

f - fraction evolved in standard laboratory test (3
s

brs. at 14000 c.).
Ta - the axial temperature of the element in the

reactor,;

Tm - the corresponding average temperature of the

element.

t - the time of the element in the reactor (in seconds).

Choice of a Diffusion Model

It has been found experimentally (1) that f is in

dependent of the size of tlle sinter body, (i.e., the pellet

size) at least up to 004 cm. diameter, the largest examined.

This is interpreted to mean that the rate controlling step is

diffusion out of the crystallites composing the sinter. The

subsequent process of migration out along the grain boundaries

is very much faster and can be ignored except when considering

short time intervals. In very high density sinters, no doubt,

many of the grain boundary regions are recrystallized to such

an extent that they no longer represent a path for rapid per

meation to the outside, but this circumstance does not intro-

duce any new factor in the mathematical treatment~ For

analysis, one must idealize by choosing a parameter that will

serve to represent approximately the detailed geometry of the

system. The procedure followed here is to consider the dif

fusion system to be an assembly of uniform spherical regions.
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The controlling parameter is then the radius of these hypo

thetical spheres, regardless of whether or not these are

identical with the visible grain structure o It is believed

that this model is the best approximation, in the absence of

detailed knowledge, and has the advantage that it is easily

handled.

Calculation of the Diffusion Constant at the Standard Tempera-
ture (14000C) --

The exact solution (2) for diffusion from a sphere

of radius a, where the concentration, c, of the diffusing sub

stance is initially C09 uniform throughout, and there is no

back diffusion into the sphere from the external phase, is

obtained by solving the equation

r.a.£
C)t

2= D. d (cr)
2 r 2 [

c = 0 at r = a l
c = Co at t = oj

which gives c as a function of r (the distance from the centre)

and the time, t, thus,
co

C =
-2Coa L (_l)n

exp (-n2n 2Dt/a2 ).sin n~r/a
rj\ n

n=l

Integrating the amount passing through the surface, and divid

ing by the total amount in the sphere initially gives
d)

f ::: 1 - ~ ~ ~ exp <-n2lT2Dt/a2) (1)

n=l

where f is the fraction diffUsed out of the sphere in time t.
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~~his equation involves the parameterjl ajl which in

the present case is the radius of the hypothetical spheres,

and hence unknown. However~ assuming this is constant ror

any given sinter we can write a new constant D' = D/a2 so

that the equation becomes a function of t onlyjl

6
r = 1 - ~

00

~
n=l

1
~ exp (-n2n 2Dt t)
n

(2)

and from this we can evaluate DU. This modiried dirfusion

constant D' is valid only for the given sinter on which the

experimental determination was madsj) but in subsequent cal-

culations it is assumed to apply to all pellets rrom the same

batch or oxide made in the same way.

The inrinite series in (2) converges rapidly when

~2Dtt ~ 1 and the first term only is then an excellent appro-

xirilation. Thus,

6
f = 1 = TI2 exp (_n2n 2D f t)

On the other hand when-rr2D 2 t ~ 1 it can be shown~~ that

(3)

f=6VD utjrr =3D't (4)

is a good approximation. Atn2Di t = 1 both approximations

are good o Outside the ranges quoted they rapidly become

valueless.

For the purpose of evaluating Di rrom the standard

test, equation LI. is almost always applicable since it holds

reasonably well up to f = Oo20jl and the fraction evolved is

~" I am indebted to Dr. J .M. I\:ennedy for deriving this
apprOXimation.
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almost; always 16'S3 than th:1.s o 11.180 11 the second term of equa-

tion 4 i.s unimportant oyer- this rai'lg6 so that we have

1'2 ~ .36 DI t/ff

Df(1400 0 C.) ~ 8 x 10~6.(f )2s

(f < 0 0 2)

(5)

When fa is la:r·ger tr.,-an O.2~ Dt (1400 0 C.) can be obtained from

the gr>aph in Figur'e l})whic;h is plotted from equations (3) and

(4) •

Calculation of Dr at Ta.. and-.1m

To calculate D' at any other temperature T(OC.), the

experimentally dete:r'mined value of the activation energy,

4.5,000 cal./mol. (l) is used ll as ~

Dl(ToC.) = Dl(1400oC.l exp·l¥.-~ C6~3 -T /273)]c61

Figure 2 is a plot of' the exponenti.al in (6), written Y, versus

the temperature T (cent;lgr-a.de) 0 Us ing the appropriate value of

Y for the required tempera tur6 TOe•.9 then

D n ('110C.) =; D! (1~.00 0 G• )Y ( TOC. ) (7)

Calculati.on of t;he_l'j·!:§:2:!::.~.~:ir:~_of Fission Gas Diffusing Out of
the Sphere a~_..§:.._Giy~n Te~~ature_ynder Reactor Conditions

The fra(;tion of f:1.ssion gas evolved from the U02

grains which are at any gi.ven. temperature, when fission gas

is being produced in them at constant rates> B ll L.e., in the

reactor.~ can be calculated f'rJom the value of DI for that tem-

perature. Par the pr'6sent problem only the stable isotopes
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need be considered; the diffusion of radioactive isotopes

under the same conditions is discussed elsewhere (8).

The solution is obtained in a similar way to that

for equation (3) by solving

r dC - D Q2(cr)2t - 2 + BrDr
IC

=

Lc =

o at r

o at t
= ;J
= 0

which gives
OJ

3 [1C = B (a2_r2 ) + 2Ba
bD lT3rD 1

n=l

(_l)n
n3

sin nlTr exp (-n2,,-2Dt/a2 )
a

then integrating the amount passing through the boundary in

time t and dividing by the total formed in that time.

gives
00

F = 1 _ 6 + 6 L 1 expo (-n2lf2DI t)
90D' T 7T 4D i t ~

n=l

This

(8)

where F is the fraction of the total which has diffused out

of the sphere in time to

Again there is the difficulty of evaluating the in

finite series when~2D't~ 1 0 Approximate forms for the func-

tion can be found by a process involving the integration of

equations 2 and 3 with respect to time over their valid inter-

(9)- 3 DI t/24 VDitjJr
F = BS: f(equ.!()dt

Bt

vals, thus,

which holds from t = 0 up to t
_ 1

- lf2D'
at which time F = 0.57,
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so that therarter,

B rt
(f(equo3)dt

F = 0 ~ 157 + J 1
if2'i)7t 112D'

-~-------
Bt

O.!57 1 6e-l 6e~r2n,t
= iT'2D7t + 1 -lrZn' t - lT4n' t + 1";;l';;'4-n-'-t--

CRDC-721

(10)

Equations (9) and (10) are very close approximations to equ o

(8) and are easily evaluated. Fig. 3 shows a plot of D't vs F o

Calculation of the Fraction Diffusing out of a 1{hole U02 Fuel
Element

To find the fraction diffusing out of a whole fuel

element, it is necessary to sum the contributions of all the

hypothetical spheres in the element, each considered to be at

a uniform temperature and to be independent of the others.

This was first done by dividing the fuel cylinder into a num-

ber of shells, multiplying the average value of F for each

shell by the fractional volume of the shell, and then summing.

However, a less laborious integration can be obtained by Simp-

son's Rule, using the mean temperature as the middle point.

A three point Simpson Rule approximation gives

F (whole element) = ~ LF(Ta ) + 4F(Tm) + F(TsD

where Ts is the surface temperature.
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Since F(Ts ) is always negligible in practical cases, we have

F(woeo) = 1 [F(Ta ) + 4F(Tm) -\
6 - -

(11)

0 0 213

0.208

00223

A better approximation can be obtained using five

points but this is not justified by the accuracy of the data

at present o A comparison of the three approximations in a

specific example iS 9

Three point Simpson Rule

Five point Sj~pson Rule

Summing eight shells

If a complete fuel rod were to be considered, rather

than a short element 9 a further summation would be necessary,

to take account of the variation of temperature along the

length of the rod.

Summary of Calculation Steps

In outline the procedure for calculating the fraction

of fission product Xenon which has diffused from an irradiated

U02 fuel element is:

1. Determine De (14000Co)~ from D9 (14000Co) = (f8 )2 x 8 x 10-6,

or from Figure 1, fa being determined experimentally from

a sample of similar oxide o

2. Find D9 (TaoC o) and De (TmOC o ) from Di (ToC.) = Di (14oooc.)

Y(ToC.), reading Y from Figure 2 0

3. Mult. D'(TaoC.) and Di(TmoC.) by t(sec.).
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4. Evaluate F(TaoC.) and F(TmoC.) from the graph in Figure 3.

5. Find F(whole element) from F(w.e.) = 1/6[F(TaOC.) +

4F( Tmoc·B·
Numerical Example

In the standard lab test, 22% of the Xe133 was evolved

from a sample of the U02 sinters intended for irradiation in a

reactor loop test. The estimated mean temp. in the fuel element

during the irradiation was 840°C. and the estimated axial temp;.

was 11000C. The time in the reactor was 80 days (operational).

Data

fa = 0.22

Ta = 11000C., Tm = 840°C.

t =~7 x 106 seconds

Calculation

= (Oe22)2 x 8 x 10-6 = 4 x 10-7

= 4 x 10-7 • 6 x 10-2 = 2.4 x 10-8 I From graph

J
in Fig. 2

= 4 x 10-7 • 2.6 x 10-3 = 1.0 x 10-9

= 2.4 x 10-8
6 7 x 106 = 1.7 x 10-1

= 1 0 0 x 10-9 • 7 x 106 = 7.0 x 10-3

D' (1400 0 c. )

D'(TaoC.)

D'(TmOCe)

D' (Ta °c. )t

D' (Tm°c. )t

F(TaoC.)

F(TmOC.)

= 0.69

= 0.18

l From graph
t in Fig. 3

J

F (Whole element) = 1/6 (0.69 + 4 (.18) ) = 0.235 (23.5%)

Limitations of the Method

The most serious limitation to the use of this

method for calculating the diffusion of fission gas in U02
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fuel would appear to be in the implicit assumption that no

changes take place in the fuel during use that would alter

the diffusion geometry. At temperatures above about 17000 C.

one would certainly expect a considerable grain growth of the

U02 crystallites and this would significantly decrease the

rate of gas evolution.

Because the diffusion constant varies so rapidly

with temperature g the temperatures in the fuel element during

irradiation must be known rather precisely. Unfortunately,

the estimation of these temperatures is subject to considerable

uncertaintY9 owing to lack of knowledge of the width of the

gap between the fuel and the sheath when the element expands

thermally. The uncertainty in the laboratory determination

of f s is not such a critical factor~ even though, owing to

lack of homogeneity in the sinters g the precision is rather

poor, unless great care is taken in the sampling.

An Attempt at Experimental Verification

A few experiments have been made in which the

gases inside the sheath of a test fuel element were col

lected after the element had been removed from the reactor

by puncturing the sheath in a vacuum chamber and then sweep

ing out the chamber 9 collecting and measuring the stable

fission rare gases volumetrically (3). Such tests may be

expected to give a direct check on the validity of the above

calculations provided the temperatures inside were not such
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as to lead to appreciable recrystallization. An uncertainty

is introduced by the possibility that some of the gaseous

fission products might be trapped inside the free volume of

the fuel, and so escape measurement. In future testing it

is hoped to heat the fuel for a short time in an attempt to

liberate trapped gas 9 if any~ but in the experiments so far

this has not been,done.

The only Chalk River reactor test for which a clear

cut comparison can be made of the calculated and measured values

is the X-2-f test (4) which ran for about 3 months in 1956.

This contained oxide samples of two types Which, on crOS3

sectional examination after removal from the reactor/showed

no evidence of recrystallization which would have altered the

diffusion constants o Type A was a Bureau of Mines (ottawa)

product with density about 9.4 gms./ml. Type B was made at

-Battelle Memorial Institute and had about the same density.

The fractions evolved in the standard laboratory test on

samples of these elements were Type A9 20~30fo, and Type B,

0 0 8-1.3%.

The temperatures in this element during irradiation

have been calculated by J o Howieson (5). The calculation

depends heavily on the assumption made regarding the width

of the annular gap when the element is at operating tempera

ture. This in turn depends on the behaviour of the oxide in

thermal expansion. In a rigid material the hot interior will

be prevented from expanding by the rigidity of the cooler
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surface region and so the gap will not be- greatly reduced

from its value at room temperature" On this assumption,

Howieson calculated a central temperature of 1270oC.

(Tm,lOlOoC.). Later revised calculations gave temperatures

of 11000C. (axial) and 840°C. (mean).

With these temperatures the expected fraction of the

fission gas diffused out at the end of the irradiation would

be,

° °assuming Ta = 1270 C., Tm = 1010 C.

or, .assuming Ta = 11000C", Tm = 84GoC"

Type A

Type B

Type A

Type B

42-53%

3.1-4.7%

18-25%

1.2-1;,8%

Values such as these have been quoted in progress reports (6).

They are in marked disagreement with the actual amounts found

by collecting the gas in the sheath puncture tests which were

(7) :

Type A

Type B

503 and 5 .. 7% (duplicate samples)

0.39 and 0 0 45% (duplicate samples)

However p it was not properly appreciated by the

writer that the temperature estimations mentioned above were

in the nature of possible upper limits.. If fracturing of

the oxide occurred the volume expansion of the interior would

not be restricted by the lesser expansion of the outer sur

face region.. This would result in the annular gap being re

duced to zero or nearly so" The X-2~f elements did in fact,
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on examination after removal from the reactor, show radial

cracks, and these may have developed at an early stage of

the irradiation. Howieson's calculations assuming that there

is no gap between the element and the sheath gives an axial

temperature of 880°0. with a mean temperature of 610 0 0. In

this case the calculated fractions diffused out would be 3.5 

5.2~ for Type A and 0.2 - 0.3% for Type B, in fair agreement

with the sheath puncture tests. It will be seen from Fig. 4
that for best agreement a mean temperature of about 650°0.

would be required.

It may be concluded that the uncertainty in the tem

perature estimations prevents an unambiguous comparison of the

calculated and measured wmounts of fission gas released from

the fuel. However, it is encouraging to note that there is

agreement in a relative sensei that is, for the two types of

oxide considered, the ratio of the calculated values is in

accord with the ratio of the measured values. Owing to the

many assumptions involved in the calculations, much further

confirmatory evidence will be necessary before the method can

be used with confidence.
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